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Abstract: In past two decade the social and economic developments along with technological
advancement, especially in developing world, have significantly influenced the demand and
supply, increase in productivity, emergence of large scale commercial dairy farms and
consumption patterns and profit loss margin. This has given rise to the safety problems of masses
as well as an individual health. Although information on environmental, chemical and other
adulterants in milk have been available since 1980s, it is relatively in recent years that public
awareness of the issue has come into existence. Last one decade has emphasized research on
consumer studies and awareness as well as on milk and milk products. Article takes a historical
perspective on changes in studies on consumer and on understanding of the food safety hazard in
milk, their sources and means of prevention. The paper reviews previous work and major trends
in consumer research and awareness in present time. It also describes the previous arrangements,
how they have changed to the present day, and might change in the future.
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Introduction: Milk and milk products are
nutrient–dense foods that supply energy as well as
significant amounts of protein and micronutrients
to individual / people. The role of milk and milk
products in human nutrition has been increasingly
debated in recent years, both in scientific and in
popular science literature. With the increasing
world income growth and urbanization, there is
change in increasing overall food dietary and
overall food composition particularly towards milk.
Average per capita daily energy intake in the
developing world increased from 1861 kcal in 1961
(64 percent of the average intake in developed
countries) to 2651 kcal in 2007 (78 percent of the
average energy intake in developed countries)
(FAOSTAT, 2011). Milk as a major source of
dietary energy, proteins and fat, contributes on an
average 134 kcal of energy, 8 g of protein and 7.3 g
of fat/capita per day in 2009 (FAOSTAT, 2012).
This significant change has influenced the demand
and supply chain (seasonal fluctuations) and raised
the safety issues of consumers especially in the
developing world. This paper reviewed the major
trends in consumer research in recent years and
highlighted or put emphasis on food safety hazard
in milk.

interaction, behaving in different roles in exchange
markets and various trading situations is a typical
of consumers. The development of consumer
studies (McCracken 1988; Burke 1993; Miller
1998; Sasseatelli 2007) can be analyzed in terms
of consumption and consumer behavior. It can be
divided into three phases from 1960s as „consumer
behavior‟ to 1980s as „consumer research‟ and
further to the 1990 and 2000s as „consumer culture‟
(figure 1).

Consumer studies: The word consumer is derived
from „consume‟ as make away with, use up,
devour, and eat or drink up. „Consumer‟ means
persons and families purchasing and receiving food
in order to meet their personal needs (FSSAI,
2006). The concept of consumer studies has
evolved from the market based trading – selling,
buying and consuming. Human action and

Fig 1: Stages of consumer studies (Ryynanen T,
2010)
During 1950s and 1960s, consumer studies
emerged as an academic discipline (Arndt 1986)
with its rationale to provide a more “gentle”
approach to the influences on consumer behavior
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than is normally found in the cases of marketing or
advertising studies. There were several alternative
approaches towards doing business referred to as
the production concept, the product concept and the
selling concept. The term consumer behavior is
defined as the behavior that consumers display in
searching for purchasing, evaluating and disposing
of products and services that they expect will
satisfy their needs; it is the decision process and
physical activity in which an individual is engaged
in while evaluating, acquiring, using or disposing
goods and services (Loudon and Della Bitta 2004).
The academic studies of consumer behavior are
more interested in the larger contexts of
consumption, whereas marketing researchers are
more interested in practical solutions to the
problems of company‟s challenges and marketing
managements (Morris Holbrook, 1985). The text
books during this period were describing the
economic or psychological factors like motivation,
cognition and learning theories (Bayton 1969; Britt
1968). In psychological consumer decision-making
process, the concept of the self and market
behavior were of main focus. There were three

main ideas derived from these texts: one that
consumer behavior pattern differs at different point
of life; one‟s behavior in life at any point of time is
influenced by his past consumer behavior (based on
user experience) and attitude and knowledge
related to the consumer role at any point of time.
During mid 60s, Nicosia (1966) saw attitude,
motivation and experience as the key elements in
consumer behavior and it is mixture of social
interactions, intangibles and symbolic aspects
which are involved in consumption (figure 2). The
“decision-making models” have taken a broader
view and identified the major input variables as
perception, values and attributes, personality and
past experience (Engel et at 1968; Howard and
Sheth 1969). Later in mid 70s, these individualbased models were questioned when the role of
unconscious behavior was considered. Several
studies in that period were conducted to study the
role of unconscious behavior and concluded that
the consumer is thought of as having a fragmented
mind, hence, both conscious and unconscious
behavior should be studied (Tuck 1976).

Figure 2: Nicosia model of consumer behavior in brief (adapted from Suja 2003)
During the late 1970s, the meaning of consumption
for self-definition and self expression increased in
consumer studies. In early 1980s consumer
research had established itself beside the “old”
aspects of “consumer behavior research” of
economics and psychology (Holbrook 1987). The
blend of economics and psychology in studying
consumer behavior expanded to other areas, usually
referred to as “post-modern” approaches
(Antonides & Van Raaij 1998; Sherry 1991;
Solomon et al. 1999). The writings of researchers
of Sociology showed that study of consumption
emerged at rapid pace during 1990s in the area of
consumer related issues and more stress was given
on the issues that related to the society and were
neglected in earlier studies. These include social
roles, societal level analysis, collective decision
making, demography, and lifestyle. The social class
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devoted considerable attention to the societal
dimensions of consumption. During this period, the
consumption was defined as a process in society
not having micro-level occurrence. This process
involves the selection, purchase, use, maintenance,
repair and disposal of any product or service
(Sassatelli 2007). This led to the study of consumer
taste (Gronow 1997).
During 1980s, the consumer studies were focused
on individual‟s role and studies of emotions. It
affects on innovations in the decision process and
the role of mass communications in consumption.
This period saw the clear cut theoretical splitting of
the consumer studies to the old consumer behavior
and the new consumer research perspectives, which
further affected the research approaches and
methodology under investigation (Robertson and
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Kassarjin 1991). Late 80s and early 90s period saw
the shifting of interest towards phenomena on the
macro-level like social issues and social groups.
The special role of the individual subject was
questioned. The new areas of interest included the
studies of emotions and its affects, innovations in
the decision making process and the role of mass
communications in consumption (Robertson and
Kassarjian 1991). There have been several attempts
to sum up the features of postmodernism and the
implications for consumer behavior (Firat and
Schultz 1997; Firat and Dholakia 1998). This led to
the development of various roles of consumers and
overall fragmentation of the consumer society.
Theme was discussed in the methodological and
methodical contexts (Holbrook 1995). During this
time period the concept of Consumer agency
(Lodziak 2002) emerged, which means consumer is
an actor in the market, also s/he can abstractly
reflect her/himself as a consumer, not acting as a
consumer. The outcome was that consumer agency
was seen to be as important as the actual act of
consumption and this led to „pluralism research‟,
indicating the coexistence of various truths, styles
and fashions both in actual consumer behavior and
methods to study consumption. This means that
consumers are relatively free to combine elements
from different styles and domains to create their
own personal expression (Solomon el al. 1999)
The latest trend in consumer studies and research
can be traced to mid 1990s and beginning of
present century where „consumer culture‟ was
recognized as a distinct cultural entity. The starting
of consumer culture was observed as one type of
material culture. Material culture is the study of
things (socially people relates with things they
consume or possess) or objects-in-use (physical
objects in everyday practices and beliefs). Thus
focus of consumer research was on the new
consumer research perspectives including research
approaches and related areas (Figure 2).
Consumption was seen as a social activity which,
above all others unites economy and culture (Lee
1993). The notion of consumer culture implies that
in the modern world, core social practices and
cultural values, ideas, aspirations and identities are
defined and oriented in relation to consumption
rather than to other social dimension (Slater 1997).
When defined this way, the consumer culture is
viewed as culture of consumption and consumption
is always a cultural as well as an economic process.
It can be explored by looking at how the use of
things is a means of creating a social identity and
or by looking at how things come to have social
lives. In postmodern times, consumer culture is
constantly used as a hybrid concept, referring to
advertising and the commercialization of goods,
which leads to web of practices and makes up
everyday consumption. The notion of consumption
covers different meanings from purchase, to use, to
waste which are equally inscribed in ordinary
language and expert discourse. People are
Asian Journal of Multidisciplinary Studies, 2(5) May, 2014

described as consumers because they buy and use,
store and maintain, manage and fantasize
commodities, yet we rarely ask ourselves to what
extent people actually conceive themselves as
consumers while they perform these assorted
activities. Awareness of these issues should
sensitize us to the multiplicity of meanings, images,
practices, institutions and identities which fill in the
area of consumption. Consumer culture represents
the increasing importance of culture in the modern
exercise of power (Slater 1997). These studies
focused on increasing importance of consumer
culture on critical perspective and many of these
inquiries derive from critical theoretical, postmodern or post structuralist perspective (Lury
1996; Slater 1997). Arnould and co workers (2005)
formulated „Consumer Culture Theory‟ (CCT), an
ensemble of culturally-oriented models of
consumption in the marketing field.CCT is divided
into four research programs each with a somewhat
different angle on the study of consumption. The
programs are: consumer identity projects, market
place cultures, the socio-historic patterning of
consumption and mass-mediated marketplace
ideology. Consumer culture is also a source of the
contemporary belief that self-identity is a kind of
cultural resource, assets or possession (Lury 1996).
The general notion, during 1990s, was
consumption style for a consumer‟s personal
identity. This scenario changed in postmodern
period to the consumers actively building their
personal identities through consuming particular
goods and services.

Figure 3: „Old‟ consumer behavior research versus
„new‟ consumer research perspective (adapted from
Belk 1995).
Milk quality and safety: Milk is an important
source of nutrient required for growth in infants
and children and for maintenance of health in
adults. It is sole natural food for infants and
children. The adulterants / preservatives assume the
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proportion of health hazards for end consumers,
particularly infants (Tipu et al. 2007). Milk and
milk products can transmit biological and chemical
hazards; there are effective control measures that
can minimize risk to human health. Minimizing
health risks from milk and milk products requires a
continuous system of preventive measures starting
with animals feed suppliers, through farmers and
on farm controls, to milk processors and the
application of good hygiene practices and food
safety management system throughout the chain
(Kenny M. 2013). The most vulnerable consumer
groups that is infants, pregnant women, immunecompromised individuals and the elderly, must be
Biological hazards

Table 1: Main food-safety hazards (milk and milk products)
Chemical hazards
Physical hazards

 Pathogenic bacteria
(including toxin producing




bacteria)











protected. The challenge to all food safety policy
makers is to ensure that appropriate measures are
taken to prevent food borne illnesses and to support
implementation of food practices (including
hygiene) and education to dairy farmers, suppliers
and consumers while at the same time promoting
economic development (Kenny M. 2013) . A foodsafety hazard is defined as a biological, chemical or
physical agent in a food, or condition of food with
the potential to cause an adverse health effect
(FAO and WHO 2003). The main risks to human
health associated with milk and milk products fall
into three main categories: biological, chemical and
physical (Table1).

Toxigenic moulds/fungi
Parasites
Viruses
Other biological hazards




Naturally occurring toxins
Direct and indirect food
additives
Pesticide residues
Veterinary drug residues
Heavy metals
Environmental
contaminants
(e.g.
dioxins)
Chemical
contaminants
from packaging material
Allergens









Matal fragments
Bone fragments
Glass pieces
Insect parts/fragments
Jewellery
Stones
Hair

Source: FAO, 2006.
Adulteration of milk: Adulteration is an act of
intentionally debasing the quality of food offered
for sale either by admixture or substitution of
inferior substances or by the removal of some
valuable ingredients (FSSAI, 2006). Adulterated
food is dangerous for heath as it may contain
various toxic chemicals; it may deprive of nutrients
required for proper growth and development of
human body. Milk adulteration, poor hygiene,
malpractices, lack of preservation technology,
cooling facilitates and sanitation conditions are the
main causes of losses and poor quality of milk.
Adulteration of milk is done to increase its volume
and then starch and other reconstituted milk
powders are added to increase its viscosity. To
increase the shelf life of milk, dirty ice and some
chemicals like hydrogen peroxide, carbonates,
bicarbonates, antibiotics, caustic soda and even the

most lethal chemical formalin is also being used.
Urea adulterated milk is very harmful to the
women, especially girls, as it hastens up the
process of puberty. There are evidences from the
eighteenth century onwards of public concern
about the health implications of adulteration (Filby
1934). In 1820, Friedrich Accum published his
book, A treatise on adulteration of food and
culinary poisons, that caught the public
imagination in London (Burnett 1958; 1989; Atkins
2013). More shocking event was reported in 2007
when thousands of babies in China were
hospitalized and more that 500,000 were affected
to a lesser degree. This was not accident but
purposeful adulteration of high technical
sophistication (Xin and Stone 2008; Gale and Hu
2007).

Table 2: Microbiological requirement for processed milk and milk products as per Food Safety and Standards
(Food Products Standards and Food Additives) Regulations, 2011 (India)
Product

Total plate count

Coliform count

1.

Pasteurized milk, cream, flavored milk

30,000 / g

< 10 / g

2.

Paneer chhana

3,00000 /g

50 / g

150 / g

3.

Khoya

50,000 / g

50 / g

50 / g

4.

Yoghurt, dahi, srikhand

<10 /g

50 / g

5.

Processed cheese, cheese spread

50,000 / g
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Yeast count

<10 / g
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Table 3: Change in milk quality research (arrangements) from earlier time to present
Before 2000s
Most basic quality
standards :
Chemicals

After 2000s
Modern quality
standards:
Food safety

Microbiological

Appearance, smell
and taste
Temperature

Physical

Solids not fat

Environment and
sustainability

Freezing point
depression

Technical
innovation

Antibiotics

Ability to supply
niche milks

Acidity

Ability to drive cost
efficiency
Animal welfare
(IDF 2004)

Sediment
Resazurin
Total bacterial
count
Thermoduric count

Food quality

3. Conclusion:
The paper is an attempt to review the changes that
have occurred in the consumer research and
awareness regarding milk and milk products over
period of time. In the present day perspective, the
milk processors concerns include food safety, food
quality, environmental and sustainability, technical
innovation, the ability to supply niche milks and
the ability to drive cost efficiency. It becomes clear
from review, that there are two key drivers for
technical changes over recent times - the
information technology and biotechnology. In
some cases the two are very much related like
establishing the genome of dairy cattle using the
information processing power of computer
technology. However, in case of milk products,

Quality feed
Quality
management at farm
level
Chemical and
microbiological
standards of milk
Compositional
quality (i.e. fat,
protein)
Bacterial count
Somatic cell count

Future research
prospects

Information
technology
(computer based
information system
of farm, feed,
animal, animal
products)
Biochemistry
(Genetically
modified feed,
genetically change
in animal)

Antibiotic
arrangement
Sensory quality

biotechnology has been the most important of these
drivers. With growing consumer awareness, ethics
of food, sustainability in food production, and trust
in foods, are of growing importance to the
consumer. There are officially defined standards
for pasteurized and powdered milk (Table2) and
legal restriction on the use of water or other foreign
material for adulteration but there are no standards
for other traditional dairy products. A similar
situation prevails in many developing countries. In
the absence of adequate officially defined grades,
standards and quality characteristics and in the
absence of adequate officially defined grades,
standards in the country, local standards are
appearing in some situations – both in formal and
informal markets.
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